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1RL—in real life

IMO—in my opinion

IMHO—in my humble opinion

TIA—thanks in advance.

Widespread useof this shorthand iscommon among people belonging to a commu

nity. In fact, over time, some communities develop their own netspeak. For example,

this is from a women's medical support community: HIROTFLOL, which stands for

"holding incision rolling on the floor laughing out loud!" Whole dictionaries of

emoticons are starting to appear on new bulletin boards and other systems to help

people indicate their emotional intentions in text, avoid ambiguity, and prevent

misunderstandings. Symbols, such as parentheses for hugs, arc becoming universally

known. A number ofemoticons, such as the basic smiley, are so well established that

word processors, such as Microsoft's Word for Office '97, automatically converts the

symbols:) into a more recognizable face (©), whether you want it to or not! Other

emoticons include ;-) for winking; :-( for feeling sad; :-D for a big smile, and so on.

Rules for moderation

Earlier, the special role of moderators was identified. Research on electronic confer

encing in education indicates that moderating online is significantly different from

moderating face-to-face discussions (Kerr, 1986). That said, moderation techniques

vary from community to community, and are particularly influenced by what the

community sees as its purpose. For example, a moderator in a scholarly discussion

community (Berge, 1992; Collins & Berge, 1997) will be concerned with ensuring

that discussions stay on target. Moderators in a distance education community will
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encourage learning, support, and scholarly discussion (Salmon, 2000); they will also

be eager to direct discussions so that they meet learning goals. In contrast, moderators

of communities discussing controversial political and religious issues will probably

have to arbitrate in heated debates.And in support communities, which tend to be less

aggressive, moderators are likely to have very little to do (Preece, 1999), which is not

to say they haveto be less diligent, because ifan aggressive message issentin a support

group, it may destroy group morale and trust.

Whatever the level of moderation needed, it is advisable to have a clearly stated

moderation policy, to which both moderator and participants can refer as necessary.

This helps avoid confusion and prevents people from claiming that they have been

treated unfairly. Chapter 9 continues this discussion and provides examples to help

moderators.

Policies for privacy, security, and copyright protection

Privacy, security, and copyright are essential for c-commerce, e-health, and c-educa-

tion. In fact, most Internet activities depend upon adequate protection of individuals'

privacy. To some extent, security and copyright protection arc important to every

one, too, and are essential for some communities. For instance, financial transactions

and medical information must be private and secure. Professional communities of

writers, scientists, computer programmers, and so on, who discuss new ideas,will also

be concerned about copyright protection.

The general public also wants email to be private. A survey carried out by Georgia

Tech in 1998 showed that 53 percent of the 1,482 participants were very concerned
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about privacy and security on the Internet. Another 27 percent were somewhat

concerned, and 31 percent admitted that they should be concerned (Tech, 1998).

Unfortunately, because messages persist on the Internet even after they have been

deleted from an individual's personal "mailbox," privacy is not guaranteed (Erickson

et al., 1999). Those with sufficient skill and determination can retrieve these suppo

sedly deleted messages; online community developers and managers need to make

participants aware of this. This knowledge could have saved Bill Clinton and Monica

Lewinsky considerable embarrassment. On the other hand, this knowledge may also

inhibit discussion.

Note: The issues of privacy, security, and copyright protection have generated

considerable interest, research effort, and a large literature. This discussion can

only scratch the surface; interested readers will need to refer to other sources for

more detail. Everyone interested in online communities and the Internet

should have at least a basic awareness of the importance of policies to protect

participants.

Privacy policies

Privacy and security arc closely related, but not synonymous. Privacy can be defined

as the ability of individuals to control the terms under which their personal informa

tion is acquired and used (Culnan & Milberg, 1999). Participants in c-commerce

online communities may find that their interests conflict with those of the company

(Culnan & Milberg, 1999). When companies have access to private information,

it is very tempting to sell that information to third parties. For example, people

participating in a discussion about diabetes or BMW cars are prime targets for
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new products targeted at those markets. Companies producing those products arc

often willing to pay large sums of money for contact information of potential new

customers.

Participants in online communities want reassurance that personal information, such

as their name, address, email address, topics that interest them, and so on will not be

given to others without their permission. They are justifiably disturbed and angry

when they discover that information they provided for one reason is being used for

something else. At the very least, it is annoying to have your email inbox cluttered

with unwanted advertisements. Explicit policies to ensure privacy are important,

particularly in online communities associated with e-commerce and health.

Security policies

Cryptographic protocols that guarantee security arc essential. These protocols use

classical security requirements such as mutual authentication of communication

between trading partners, confidentiality of the transaction, and confirmation of

authenticity and integrity of goods (Brown, 1999a,b). Integration of adequate

payment protocols is also essential to satisfy the needs and ensure the future of

c-commerce (Bhimani, 1996).

Already, considerable work is underway on security and related issues on the Internet.

A crucial area concerns the conflict between identification versus privacy through

anonymity. Financial transactions and medical records in sites such as drkoop.com

must be secure. Those involved in distance education also realize that student

grades and histories must be kept securely (Chapter 12). It will be important for
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online communities associated with financial transactions and medical records to

convince participants that their personal information is kept secure and private.

Clear, prominently placed policy statements will help to achieve this.

Copyright protection policies

As content that is contributed to commercial and noncommercial Web sites

and online communities continues to grow at a tremendous rate, the question of

intellectual property protection becomes more critical. Improved copyright protection

is needed (see Chapter 12).

Although most of the valuable content lies on Web sites, outside of communications

environments usually thought of as online communities, it is conceivable that

discussions in such communities might be valuable and thus should be protected—

for example, ideas generated in scientific and software communities, which might

generate valuable new products. Quite apart from content deemed to be financially

valuable, discussion in many online communities is often personal, and members of

these communities do not want to see their words appear in newspaper articles or

in books without their permission. Information disclosed about health or marriage

problems, for example, could severely impact a person's ability to get health

insurance, to change employment, or to repair a damaged relationship.

Consequently, some communities now carry a warning that anyone found doing

academic research or disclosing information found there, will be immediately

dismissed from the community. Participants in professional communities that discuss

published material will need to be made aware that they cannot put documents on the

Web without copyright clearance from originators.
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Summary

This chapter introduced a range ofsocial issues that developers must be familiar with

in order to support sociability in new online communities. Strategics for doing this

are addressed in Chapter 9, and research findings are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Developers have much less control over social interaction than over usability, but

planning good sociability support for the early lifeofan online community can have a

strong, positive impact on how it develops.

Terms like social design conjure Orwellian images of social control, so sociability

support is used instead. It is unrealistic to assume that communities will always be

able to sort out their own social policies. Yes, some do, but many others fail because

developers assumed that their job ended when the software was implemented.

Carefully developed, minimalist social policies can encourage the evolution of

good sociability. A clear statement ofa community's purpose, the people who belong

to it, and its social policiesarc the basicingredients for good sociability and a thriving,

active online community.

Further Reading

Virtual Culture: Identity & Communication in Cyhersociety (Jones, 1998), Understanding

Community in the Information Age (Jones, 1995), Culture of the Internet (Kiesler, 1997a),

Network and Netplay: Virtual Groups on the Internet (Sudaweeks, McLaughlin, &

Rafacli, 1998), and Communities in Cyberspace (Smith & Kollock, 1999)
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These five edited volumes contain compelling accounts of social interactions in cyber

space. Several chapters arc written by key researchers in the field.

"Consumer Privacy" (Culnan & Milberg, 1999)

This chapter in Information Privacy: Looking Forward, Looking Back discusses issues,

policies, and the history of consumer privacy in the United States. It contains an

extensive reference list.

NetGain: Expanding Markets through Virtual Communities (Hagel & Armstrong, 1997)

This book will be of particular interest to those interested in online communities and

c-commercc. It contains useful discussion about privacy and security.

Interface Culture. How New Technology Transforms the Way We Create and

Communicate (Johnson, 1997)

This broadly scoped book provides a fascinating discussion ofhow new technology is

changing the way we live and communicate.

The Virtual Community: Homesteading on the Electronic Frontier (Rheingold, 1993)

The WELL is where online communities were born. This well-known, seminal work

is a must for everyone interested in online community for any reason. It is full of rich

anecdotes, and revealsa deep and impressive understanding of life online. The WELL

was a community, in any sense of the definition. The discussion about the com

munity's desire for open self-governance and how it dealt with troubling issues is

particularly interesting.

New Community Netu>orks: Wiredfor Change (Schulcr, 1996)

This book has already been strongly recommended as a must-read for those interested
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in community networks and online communities. The chapters "Strong Democracy"

and "Social Architecture" arc particularly relevant to this chapter.

www.epic.org

This Web site has information and links to many resources and organizations that

provide information about ethics and Internet policy. Privacy, security, and copy

right are well covered.
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The major changes coming will be in the way people communicate with each other. ... / The]

information highway will be as far-reaching as electricity ... everyone will be touched by it.

—Bill Gates, Ttu Road Ahead (l«W5, p- xi)

Developing online communities with good usability requires understanding user tasks, capabilities, and preferences, as well

as software that is available. Theaim of this chapter is to introduce the three basic building blocks of usability-tasks, users

and software—and to discuss how usability impacts participation in online communities.
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The Internet has two particularly important roles: to enable millions of people to

access vast quantities of information and to enable them to communicate with each

other. Both are essential to the success of online communities. Access to information

and people is achieved via Web browsers, search engines, communications networks,

conferencing and online community software. Software supports everything that

people do online, so it must be designed to support user tasks.

The architecture of a house is intimately related to the way its inhabitants live.

Cooking, serving meals to a family, or supervising children can be pleasurable or

difficult,depending on the facilities available. Similarly, the functionality provided by

software and its case of use—that is, its usability, as we've previously said, strongly

affects users' lives online.

Software with good usability enables users to perform their tasks intuitively and

easily. It supports rapid learning and high skill retention. When users make fewer

mistakes error rates are low and productivity is high. A well-designed interface is

consistent, meaning that actions performed in the same way produce similar out

comes. For example, if a user searchesa messagearchive in one way and then goes to

another message archive, the same routine works. Interfaces that are consistent also

give users a sense of control; they know that a commandonce mastered will perform

predictably later. Interfaces with these characteristics are typically comfortable and

effective to use (Shnciderman, 1998a).

Community developers often have to select and buy ready-made software or obtain

it via free downloads. Their task is to identify software that has features that users

need and that offers good usability. This means that they need to know who the users
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are and what they want to be able to do. In addition to community members,

developers must consider people with special roles, such as moderators, who need

special tools. Knowing who the users are and what their tasks are is the key for

designing and evaluating usability.

The previous chapter on sociability focused on the community's purpose, the people

who participate in the community, and the policies that help guide social behavior in

the community. Usability focuses on similar issues but from a different perspective.

Instead of considering the community's purpose perse, usability refers to what users

actually do via the software interface. Thus, this chapter presents a finer-grained

analysis of sociability with a different goal: to describe the importance of being

able to perform tasks effectively, which contributes to the community's purpose.

Usability also focuses on users (the people) from a different perspective. Users'

cognitive and physical capabilities and needs provide the focus for usability, as

opposed to their social activities, which are the focus for sociability. Individual

differences, such as gender, age, educational training, and experience with computers

and online communities affect how users perform tasks at the interface.

Software provides the space and place where online communities develop, so the

functionality and structure of this software obviously can have a strong impact on

community activity. To start, the overall functionality of the software determines

what people can do. For example, synchronous chat would be possible—albeit to a

limited extent—on a bulletin board, if several participants decided to log on at the

same time. But it would be much better to use chat software designed expressly for

that purpose. Usability, after all, involves how dialogs, commands, menus, links, and
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so on are presented to the user, as well as how well those elements support the user's

task.

The remainder ofthis chapter discusses tasks, users and software environments from a

usability perspective. Many books arc available that address usability of software in

general (e.g., Dumas & Redish, 1999; Nielsen, 1993; Preece et al., 1994, 2001;

Shneiderman, 1998a). This chapter draws on these sources, but focuses on online

communities.

Tasks

Online tasks and activities arc typically structured around a goal, an agenda, or a

timeline (Harasim, 1994). The purpose may be informal and loosely defined, such as

a chat with friends; it may be formal, tightly scheduled, and controlled, as in a

corporate board meeting; it may be informal and unscheduled, as in a professional

community of practice. It may be completed within a set, preagreed time period or it

may go on indefinitely.

Before deciding which software to use, or prior to developing new software, a

thorough understanding of how users will use the software is needed, both at the

community level and at the individual level. Developers sometimes assume they know

what users want to do, that because they themselves arc users others will behave as

they do. Designing based on assumptions has resulted in poor, unusable systems that

waste hours of users' time. Developers tend to forget how much technical expertise
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they have, and without realizing it they often take shortcuts that lessexperienced users

would never consider. Developers also know what to do in all kinds ofcircumstances;

not so the new users. A poorly named command, a hidden menu item, a confusing

message, absence of feedback, or an unintuitive sequence of keypresses might not

cause developers problems—in fact, they probably wouldn't even notice such fail

ings. Inexperienced users, however, might suffer hours of frustration and maybe

never succeed at a given task. The result? Feelings of inadequacy and frustration,

often leading to abandonment ofthe software. It is therefore essential to find out what

users want from an online community, and to check during development to see that

these needs are being met. With so many products on the market, there is a lot of

choice, and easeofuseand cost influence what people use. Moreover, news travels fast

over the Internet, so it is worth paying attention to usability.

Task hierarchies

Tasks can be evaluated at many different levels. For example, sending a message to a

bulletin board is a task, as is deleting a word from that note. Between these two is a

hierarchy ofactions that have to be followed in order to accomplish the overall task-

goal of getting the contents of the message to the community. Some tasks have a

predictable hierarchy of subtasks, which dictate the only way that task can be accom

plished; for instance, there may be only one way to send a message to a chat. Other

tasks may have alternative paths for achieving the same task-goal; for example.

Active Worlds allows participants to send a message that may or may not be

associated with an avatar, depending on the user's preference. Still other task-goals

are influenced by the behavior of role players in the environment; for example, a
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moderator may delay a message being sent to the group, or request that the message

be edited.

The purpose ofa community can involve any or all of the following high-level tasks:

• Exchange information. The primary goal is to get answers to questions or to send
out information. This can be unidirectional or multidirectional. Most commu

nities broadcast information to members at various times to announce meetings

or to call attention to a particular event or piece of information. Information
exchange can also occur in discussion. Someone in a community of doctors, for

example, may ask if anyone knows about a disease with a particular set of symp
toms.

• Provide support. Different from information exchange (Preece & Ghozati, 1998b),
this task involves conveying empathy, which involves expressing emotion verb

ally or nonverbally.

• Enable people to chat and socialize informally. Generally requires synchronous com

munication, whereas information exchange and providing support can be
achieved asynchronously. Socializing is likely to involve lighthcarted, short com

ments among several people.

• Discuss ideas. May involve writing several paragraphs, so those responding may
need time to reflect and compose responses. The pace therefore will be slower

than socializing. Discussion may become heated or go off-topic, requiring
guidance from a moderator.

Any of these tasks could be influenced by the particular purpose and concerns of the

community: Discussions in a health community may require privacy; discussions in a

learning community may require access to students' work for show and tell; and

community discussions may benefit from being able to check local and state laws.

Furthermore, these high-level tasks can involve other components. There may be

occasions when a vote is needed at the end of a discussion; or a community organizer
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might want to broadcast the time of the next meeting; or a small group might

wish to discuss something in private. Some of these issues are discussed in the next

section.

Operationally, each of these tasks can be broken down into subtasks, some of which

require extensive cognitive input. Others arc sequences of low-level activities in

which users operate the software without much thought to get the task done; for

example, pressing Return is a fairly automatic response for frequent users of

computer systems. Exchanging information, for example, may involve a scenario

similar to the following:

Participant A writes and sends a message to the community, asking for information

about developing an online community for a patient support group.

Members of the community read the message.

Participant B sends comments about her experience in a support group, saying what

she liked and didn't like.

Participant C sends her opinions, too.

Participant D comments on the notes from the other two participants, and sends the

URLs for a discussion group.

Participant E sends a note about a new book by Jennifer Prcccc, and mentions that

there was a similar question two months ago and suggests checking the community

archives to find the discussion.
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Participant A responds to ail the messages with comments and thanks. She also

checks the suggested Web sites and archives, finds out about the recommended

book from Amazon.com, and contacts the author privately with a follow-up

question.

All these exchanges were needed for Participant A to get the information that she

wanted. Viewed like this, the task seems highly distributed, involving knowledge

held by other participants in other locations and on other parts of the Internet.

Viewing tasks at a high level, in terms of distributed cognition, is generally more

appropriate for activities in networked environments (Rogers & Ellis, 1994) than as

linear sequences of events carried out by an individual (Hutchins, 1995). Though

predicting the exact path of such tasks is not possible, from analyzing the needs of

other community members (Chapter 7), a general task description for the community

can be drawn up. From the high-level task description just given, for example, it is

possible to identify the following medium-level subtasks:

• Compose messages.

• Edit messages.

• Send messages to the whole community.

• Read messages.

• Send replies to individuals, the discussion group (i.e., a subgroup), and the whole
community.

• Access the Web to research the URLs and to go to Amazon.com.

• Find and search the community archives.

• Possibly make personal notes of information found.
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Breaking down each of these subtasks further provides a detailed description of the

actions that users must take to make information exchange happen. For example, in

order to compose a message, the user must be able to log in to an appropriate

communications system. Then he or she has to find the command or menu item to

create a message, which produces some form of template. Then he or she has to write

the text, which probably will involve using the editing facilities of a word processor

program. When complete the user has to mail the message to the community,

appropriate subgroup, or individual. Similarly, reading a message requires the user

to receive the message, open, and read it. And to find information in the archives, he

or she must first get to the archives, find those referenced, or search part of the whole

archive using keywords or some other form of search. Likewise, finding information

on the Web means accessing the Web, preferably without having to leave the

community.

At various steps along the way, in all of these activities, new users will need feedback

to reassure them that the most recent command or menu selection they made really

has done what they intended. If it didn't, they want to be able to undo the incorrect

action. In contrast, experienced users will be annoyed by too much feedback, which

slows their progress toward their goal.

There can be a wide range of tasks in online communities, depending on the type of

community, its size, and the variety of specialist activities that take place there. For

example, different tasks are associated with different privileges in MOO communities

(Chapter 2). In other communities, it is common to find an administrator and

moderator, each with a different role and set of tasks. Moderators often review

messages or a subset of messages posted to the community. They may edit, then
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collect them into a bundle to sendout asa digest in a listservcr community (Chapter 8).

Moderators may also have to take disciplinary action that could involve dismissing

someone from the community. (Chapter 3 discusses moderator roles, and Chapter 8

contains an example of special features for moderators in bulletin board software.)

Each task has a set of subtasks like those just described, which have to be followed in

order to achieve the desired result.

Identifying tasks and their subtasks helps to ensurethat softwarewill be designed with

appropriateusability. Steppingthrough the sequence ofstepsneededto perform a task

and comparing these with the steps that have to be followed using ready-made soft

ware is useful for verifying good software. This process is also useful for identifying

typicaltasks for usertesting(Chapter 10). Remember, it doesn't matterhow impressive

the graphics, or how numerous the functions; ifusers can't make the software do what

they want it to, they won't use it. Developers ofearly systemsfailed to recognize this,

and many floundered. Amazing as it may now seem, such obvious actions as cutting

and pasting messages could not be done easily, causing wasted time and much frustra

tion. Excellent implementations ofa poor design still result in poor software.

Specialist techniques have been developed for doing task analysis (Preece et al., 1994).

They are primarily designed for single-user systems, but could be broadly adapted for

multiuser interaction in online communities.

Tasks and Special-Purpose Communities

There is a wide range of online communities on many different topics, some ofwhich

have specialneeds that influence whether users will use them and how they carry out
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their tasks. While some issues arc not directly involved in operational tasks, they

influence whether users will even invoke the community software. The remainder of

this section raises some special requirements for health, education, and e-commercc

communities.

Health

Health communities have grown in popularity, and many Web sites, like

drkoop.com (Chapter 2), have a variety of patient communities. Additional

features that members of health communities would like, to make finding

information and discussing health issues with other patients more secure and

comfortable, include:

• Citation of the source and verification of the accuracy of medical information. Does it
come from physicians and other professionals or from patients?

• Guarantees of privacy. Medical problems are very persona), so such guarantees

are important.

• Protection from exploitation and scams offering miracle cures. Patients are vulnerable.

• Protectionfromflaming, which should be stopped immediately if it occurs. Patients
arc in a sensitive state of mind.

• Awareness ofneed variations. Patients'knowledgediffers, sodevelopers need to take
this into account.

• Facilitation ofvariousforms ofcommunication. Patients want information and empa
thy from other patients, so community software must facilitate both types of
communication.

• Contact information. Patients often want to meet others who arc similar, so a
mediator who helps to put people in contact may be useful. This person will
need software thatsupports facilitation activities. Forexample, thesoftware could
be designed to maintain confidential records of those who arc willing to talk
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with others, to enable matching people, making anonymous introductions, and
so on.

Education

Educators arc turning to online communities and Web resources to support student

learning. It is common today to find professors putting their syllabuses on the Web

and distributing information via listservers. Many do much more. For example, I

have a Web site devoted to my online communities class, which contains resources for

students. I also have a very active listserver community for class discussion. Chapter 2

contains a description of using the Diversity University MOO to teach program

ming. Similarly, Amy Bruckman, at Georgia Tech, has developed a MOO commu

nity to teachprogramming conceptsto young students(Bruckman,1998). Beingpart

of a community can stimulate learning because students encourage each other, and

can share ideas with peers,even in different countries. For example, a professorat Tel

Aviv University conducts an exercise in which students studying English contact

students in Florida via the Internet. In addition to gaining English writing skills,

the students learn about the others' culture; and manyexploresensitive political issues

that would be difficult to broach in other circumstances.

The Internet has inspired anavalanche of distance education courses using a variety of

software, such as the FirstClass conferencing system. Anda typeofeducational online

community hasbeendesigned to simulatephysical campuses, called virtual universities

(e.g., Hiltz, 1994; Zimmcr & Alexander, 1996). Mosteducators promote constructivist

learning (Vygotsky, 1978, 1986), whichadvocates learning through social interaction

and by exploring and building things in meaningful, authentic, real-world contexts


